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"AquaExhibition"

A group of artists presented their work on the
theme of "Water in all its forms"

Perrine Angly Eizo Sakata

Antonella Avataneo for the "Sea Messengers"



Jeanne Guilloux

Antonella Avataneo

Athali



Dominique Voge

Italo Bolano

Diego Racconi



Thank you and congratulations to everyone
involved in this collective work!

Overview of the exhibition at "Les Régates" gallery



Congratulations to the CE1/CE2 classes of the André
Guigot school group for their artistic production



Ten festival-goers had the chance to kayak and taste
gourmet reciepies with sea ingredients

Gourmet kayak ride

Giant paddle activities

Giant paddle and inflatable sliding experience
for the whole family

Centre Nautique Pléneuf-Val-André

Centre Nautique Pléneuf-Val-André



Well-being and self-care in water

The O'laka association offered a walking in the sea
session

Beach & sea cleaning

In partnership with the O'laka association, 
our festival-goers gave the shoreline back its true

nature



The film Aquamour was previewed at the Ehpad du
Val-André

Photo contest prize-giving ceremony

Congratulations to the
winner:

 Maria Giusi Canova



Sound baths

Etienne Avronsart, didgeridoo musician and inventor
of the dolphinophone

Projection of the film Aquamour

Projection of the documentary 
"Aquamour, in search of the world's water messengers"

 at the Val-André Casino cinema



Expert's point of view

Professor Roger Ben Aïm talks about the fascinating
molecule of water

Do Montebello quartet concert for water

Do Montebello in Quartet with Marc Berthoumieux at
the accordion, Hérvé Morisot at the guitar and Ricardo

Fernandes Pinto at the bass



Vivarmor Nature Association

The association's volunteers raise visitors' awareness of
the need to save the wildlife of the Îlot du Verdelet

La Pauline

Presentation of the ancient sail boat by 
Association La Pauline at the Port of Dahouët



Musical entertainment: Béca'Swing

The local group "Béca'Swing" performed French
songs, film music, jazz...

"Express your water" art workshop



Watercolor workshop in partnership with the
association Pinceaux en Liberté

Meet your inner dolphin

Etienne Avronsart led us through a combination of
practices to connect to the water element within

ourselves



Eizo Sakata's "Dancing with the Sea"

Ritual of greetings and thanks to all the fabulous
artists, volunteers, partners and festival-goers

Artistic happening by Eizo Sakata with Val-André
seawater and black ink to the rhythm of Etienne

Avronsart's music



Thanks to all!

And a special thanks to the
many photographers!



A big thank you to Boris Poulain of the Restaurant
l'Atelier, partner of the Aquamour Festival, for

supporting all the gastronomic moments of the
Festival and feeding all the artists during the Festival,

always with great kindness and love

Thanks to the L'Obèle bookshop for decorating its
window with the water theme



And thanks to our
partners!


